UNIT IV

L.NO. 7 (Once I saw a little Bird)

Reading:-

Name the birds

Choose from the given words:

(Parrot, Cuckoo, Peacock, Duck, Sparrow)
Writing:

See the picture and fill in the blanks to make sentences:

1. This is a __________
2. It has a __________
3. It has __________
4. It __________ in the sky.
5. It eats __________

Clues:-

Grains, flies, bird, beak, wings
ENGLISH CLASS 1 (A HAPPY CHILD)

COMPETENCY: Writing

Q1. Match with correct expression

1) Sad

2) Angry

3) Happy

4) Crying

Q2. Complete the faces with expression

1) When you get new dress

2) When your toy is broken
ENGLISH

CLASS 1  (MITTU AND THE YELLOW MANGO)

COMPETENCY: Spelling

Circle the odd one out

1. Mango  Grapes  Brinjal  Pine – apple
2. Cow  Cat  Donkey  Sparrow
3. Eagle  Parrot  Duck  Elephant
4. Mouth  Hand  Eye  Body
5. Window  Door  Wall  Bucket

Q2 Solve the crossword puzzle by using the picture clues given:

1. M
2. A
3. B
4. G
5. P

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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